Privacy Support for Facebook: Empowering Users to Better Control Their Privacy

Abstract
Prior research has shown that Facebook users’ engagement and use of privacy features greatly differs. Users’ find it laborious to translate their desired privacy preferences into particular interface actions. In this study, we probe how User-Tailored Privacy (UTP) can be utilized to tailor Facebook’s privacy features to user’s personal preferences. Using a “think-aloud” semi-structured interview approach (N=18), we assess how three adaptation methods: Automation, Highlight and Suggestion can be used to suitably tailor Facebook’s interface to these personal preferences. Our findings provide awareness about the viability of UTP on Facebook and other social network platforms. In particular, we find that the optimal adaptation method depends on familiar users are with the privacy feature and how they use them paired with their judgement of the awkwardness and irreversibility of the tailored privacy functionality.
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Introduction

There are quite a number of privacy controls and features available on Facebook that users can use to protect their privacy [19]. While these features are certainly extensive, research has shown that users privacy preferences are vastly different [18, 20], they find it laborious to translate their desired privacy preferences towards particular interface actions [11], and often do not pester with the available and accessible controls despite their desire to control their private information[3].

User-Tailored Privacy practitioners recommend automatically tailoring a platforms privacy settings to the user’s privacy preferences [7] to make it easier for users to manage their privacy and overall find the right fit between their desire for privacy and actual experiences [19]. The successful implementation of user-tailored privacy features is not a simple undertaking[6]. However, presuming its possibility, we are left with two important research questions: which features should be tailored to the user’s preferences (RQ1) and how should such adaptations be implemented (RQ2)? To find answers to these research questions, we used a think-aloud approach and interviewed 18 participants to learn of their reactions to user-tailored versions of 19 Facebook privacy features. Each of the privacy features was implemented in the 3 versions of the adaptation methods: Automation, Highlight and Suggestion.

Related Work

Facebook Users’ Privacy Behaviors

Prior work has shown that Facebook users vastly differ in how they control their privacy, often engage different privacy protection mechanisms [20], and that their experience can be enhanced if a right fit between the protection offered by the platform and their privacy needs is achieved [19]. Nevertheless, users often fail to effectively manage their privacy on social networks [10, 11, 15] including as their privacy decisions are often influenced by heuristic factors such as the design and appearance of a website [1, 6]. While researchers have developed various ways to increase the transparency and control of the privacy functionalities of social network sites[2, 5, 8, 14], often users find the privacy notices too long, obscure and incomprehensible. As a result they generally avoid the hassle of really exerting control over their data including whether it is monetized or deleted [13, 3].

User-Tailored Privacy (UTP)

Knijnenburg et al. [6] define UTP as an approach that provides decision support by first measuring users’ privacy preferences and behaviors, using the measurements to create a personalized model and finally adapting the user interface to the predicted privacy preferences by changing the default privacy settings (Figure 1). It can be utilized to make users’ privacy decision-making easier. User preferences and behaviors can be drawn from personal and contextual factors such as the data requested (“what”), user(“who”), system (“whom”) [16, 4] for the measure part while for the model part several researches such as Wisniewski et al. [20] investigated the dimensionality of the privacy behaviors of 308 Facebook users, extracted 11 behavioral strategies upon which they clustered users. They found 6 privacy management profiles: Privacy Maximizers, Selective Sharers, Privacy Balancers, Self-Censors, Time Savers/Consumers and Privacy Minimalists.
Testing Adaptation Methods

Few works have carefully examined and tested the adapt part of UTP [6][17]. These have shown that adaptations are generally welcomed by users. For example, Liu et al. [9] found that 78.7% of recommendations made by a personalized privacy assistant in a field study were adopted by users. What optimum adaptation method can be utilized in tailoring the platforms privacy features?—is the open question [6] we attempted to answer in this work.

Methodology

We designed 19 paper mockups of “user-adaptive” versions of Facebook privacy features (Table 1). Each of the privacy features was implemented in the 3 versions of the adaptation methods: Automation, Highlight and Suggestion to help showcase the different degrees of automation based on the need for user input, some user input or no user input at all. The participants were presented with the paper prototypes and implored to provide their opinions on the adaptive capabilities and suitable of the three adaptation methods. Eighteen participants were semi-structurally interviewed and each compensated with a $5 Starbucks gift card.

Automation

The Automation adaptation method (Figure 2) enables interface and feature adaptations without any permission request or user action. This adaptation method offers the highest degree of automation as it potentially can accrue outside the user’s awareness unless if they are notified about its occurrence. In our implementation, the user is not explicitly notified of the automatic adaptation but is rather able to learn of its occurrence only if they navigate to the spot where they normally would have undertaken the action themselves.

Highlight

The Highlight adaptation method (Figure 3) requires moderate user action. It increases the visual prominence and or leads the user to the action that the system predicts the user would want to take. This can be done either through a color change, or by giving the recommended action a more prominent location within the platform. In our implementation, the recommended action is highlighted yellow. The Highlight method implements a moderate degree of automation: it gives users a clear indication as to what action they should consider thus reducing their cognitive load without reducing their control given they have the option to either ignore the highlight or pursue on it [12].

Suggestion

The Suggestion adaptation method (Figure 4) uses an “agent” (virtual character) to suggest a recommended action for the user to take. Our implementation is based on Facebook’s “Privacy Dinosaur”, which the Facebook platform currently uses to display “Privacy Check-up” notifications to the user. The Dinosaur provides suggestions in a general form of, “I think you should…”, increasing the personal nature of the interaction [12]. The provided options are “Ok” and “Rather Not”, allowing the user to either accept or reject the recommended action. Users were told that if they selected “Ok”, the setting would automatically be changed however they would still be taken to the appropriate setting as well. By asking for an explicit decision and user action, this adaptation method implemented our lowest degree of automation.
Findings and Discussion

Our findings detailed in [12] and summarized in Table I answer and shed an interesting light on our research questions. We find that the preferred adaptation method for the different privacy features depends on users’ awareness and usage of those features (RQ2). Since different Facebook users are (un)familiar with different features, this means that the preferred adaptation method for each feature differs per user. The adaptation method itself should thus be tailored to the user as well. Moreover, we find that the preferred adaptation method may sometimes not be suitable, in which case users end up preferring the untailored version (RQ1). This limits the extent to which user-tailored privacy can be implemented on Facebook.

Unfamiliar/Infrequently-Used Features
Facebook users prefer suggestions for privacy features they are largely unfamiliar with[12]. In addition, our implementation of Suggestion (and with use of the “Privacy Dinosaur”) provides the opportunity to explain the adaptive behavior and learn about new privacy features in a more engaging way. These explanations help reduce the cognitive load involved in making privacy decisions.

Occasionally Used Features
Facebook users prefer Highlights for features they occasionally use because they are easily made aware of any new changes[12]. This is a compromise in preference as suggestions would be a distraction for more especially for regularly used features and also be intrusive if they show up too frequently. Automation on the other hand would significantly reduce control as users would not be as familiar with the features to be comfortable enough with the system to automatically making a decision on their behalf.

Frequently-Used Features
Users prefer Automation for features they frequently use [12]. Frequent users already know what to do with a feature, so their main effortful load is rather physical than cognitive. Thus, neither Highlight nor Suggestion would sufficiently reduce this load. Users also seem to have an intuitive understanding that their frequent use of a feature likely improves the quality of the adaptive behavior. This gives them a certain amount of ‘indirect’ control over the Automation method. However, users do not prefer the Automation method when the resulting automated privacy decision feels irreversible.

Limitations and Future Work
Our study relied on user’s self-reported evaluation of a limited subset of prominent Facebook privacy features that were mere paper adaptive feature mockups, using cartoon style renderings with less visually distracting features as compared to the actual Facebook. This might have given them a less realistic appearance but made it easier for participants to concentrate on the presented adaptation mechanisms. In future work, researchers, developers and designers can leverage our findings to develop adaptive privacy features in research prototypes or real-world social networking sites.

Conclusion
Our results demonstrate the viability and contribute to the advancement of UTP. We believe that our insights will help researchers, designers and developers in their future endeavors developing user-tailored privacy interfaces and experiences.
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